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AGAPE 2
SELF ASSESSMENT RUBRIC (STUDENTS / GROUP)
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Dossier has good handwriting and good presentation.
The script presents a coherent structure. (Signs of a
play).
Usesthe technical vocabulary appropriate to the theme
chosen.
The text is revised and presented without any spelling
mistake.
The narrator and the characters are very different in the text.
STATEMENT
The narrator and the characters express controlling
intonation and diction, using appropriate gestures and
expression.

There is coordination between the puppets and the text
expressed.
All members of the group have memorized the text
(except the narrator ).
They comply with the agreed time.
PUPPET
Have made at least three puppets.
They all contributed in making the puppets.
Puppets made with a good presentation.
TOTAL

1……… Bad.

2……… Regular.

3……… Good.

5……… Very good.

SCORE:

COMMENTS:
......................................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
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Didactic Units: “ Europe in Love”
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GROUP ASSESSMENT (TEACHER)
SCRIPT
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Dossier has good handwriting and good presentation.
The script presents a coherent structure. (Signs of a
play).
We use technical vocabulary appropriate to the theme
chosen.
The text is revised and presented without any spelling
mistake.
The narrator and the characters are very different in the text.
STATEMENT
We express both the narrator and the characters with control
of intonation and diction, using appropriate gestures and
expressive.

There was coordination between the puppet and the text
we have expressed.
All members of the group we have memorized the text
(except narrator).
We comply with the agreed time.
PUPPET
We have made at least three puppets.
We all contributed in making the puppets.
The puppets we have delivered a good presentation.
TOTAL

1……… Bad.

2……… Regular.

3……… Good.

5……… Very good.

NOTE:

OBSERVATIONS:
......................................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
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Didactic Units: “ Europe in Love”

